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To address global sustainability challenges, (public) policy interventions are needed to 
induce or accelerate technological change. While most policy interventions occur on the 
local level, their innovation effects can spill over to other jurisdictions, potentially having 
global impact. These spillovers can increase or reduce the incentive for interventions. 
Lacking to date are computational models that capture these spillover dynamics. Here, 
we devise a conceptual and methodological approach to quantify ex ante the effects of 
local demand- side interventions on global competition between incumbent and novel 
technologies. We introduce two factors that moderate global spillovers—relative size 
of selection environments and relative innovation potential of competing technologies. 
Our approach incorporates both factors in a techno- economic discrete choice model that 
evaluates technology competition over time through endogenized technological learning. 
We apply this modeling framework to the case of road freight. Different demand- pull 
interventions and shocks are modeled to assess spillover effects. In the case of road 
freight, electric vehicles experience growth in most application segments but can still be 
accelerated substantially through public policy intervention—spillovers occur if strong 
public interventions are introduced in large regions or in multiple combined regions 
under club policy interventions. These findings are discussed in the context of club 
policy interventions and a modeled geopolitical shock in China. A full sensitivity anal-
ysis of model input parameters and intervention or shock dynamics reveals high model 
robustness. Finally, we discuss the implications of the road- freight case study as it might 
inform the progress of other niche technologies in transitioning sectors.

innovation spillovers | technology diffusion | road freight | electric vehicles | trucks

Society faces global environmental sustainability challenges that require sweeping insti
tutional, behavioral, but, in particular, technological change (TC) at the global level. The 
importance of policy interventions in accelerating TC has been widely recognized (1). 
Interventions can increase the diffusion of “clean” but immature technologies into the 
market, thereby inducing innovation, accelerating cost reductions and thus facilitating 
competitiveness (2–6). Indeed, many sustainability challenges are global, though only few 
historical examples of meaningful global- level interventions exist (7–10). Most public 
interventions occur on the local, typically national level. Spillovers between jurisdictions 
can occur when incentives for a novel technology in one region positively (or negatively) 
influence the same technology’s deployment in other regions, thereby inducing further 
learning. Many of these spillovers occur through exports, which is a key motivating factor 
for local policy intervention—for some technologies, a home market can enable experience 
that creates industry entry barriers and in turn, sustained competitive advantage outside 
of the home market (11, 12). Conversely, the tendency for nonintervening nations to 
“free- ride” without contribution is pervasive and difficult to overcome (13), particularly 
for standardized technologies (14). Lacking to date are models that conceptualize and 
quantify ex ante the scale of such global spillover effects, which is highly relevant for 
designing policies that induce TC to address global challenges.

Hitherto, broadly, three groups of models are primarily used to forecast TC: 
techno- economic projection models, economic equilibrium models including integrated 
assessment models (IAMs), and other heterodox adoption diffusion models such as 
system- dynamics models or agent- based models. Techno- economic projection models while 
dynamic and often global in scope with regional disaggregation do not consistently endog
enize technological learning and rarely incorporate innovation spillover effects (15–18). A 
second cohort of models, IAMs or other economic equilibrium models used to project 
technology pathways, has more recently endogenized technological improvements of energy 
technologies (e.g., solar PV plants) through learning curves where past global deployment 
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affects future technology cost (19–23). While IAMs may include 
resolution in different countries or world regions, technology costs 
are typically global parameters, following a global learning curve. 
Examining “local” intervention spillover effects in IAMs is therefore 
difficult. Finally, more heterodox technology adoption diffusion 
models are typically characterized by high case- specific technolog
ical detail, endogenized TC, and representative behavioral realism 
(24–29). Yet, few are truly global models that can capture jurisdic
tional spillovers. SI Appendix, Tables S25–S27 provide an overview 
of select models for each group.

In addition, a growing literature of model development papers 
seeks to improve the representation of some aspects of technology 
forecast modeling in further detail. In particular, illustrating the 
effects of cooperative (“club”) interventions on TC and spillovers 
has become more prominent in recent studies (30, 31). Representing 
innovation spillovers is crucial in these newer studies, though mech
anisms for modeling spillovers are varied. One common approach 
is exogenous spillover determination via spillover matrices or spill
over weights estimated from patent citations or other historical data 
(30, 32, 33). Besides their novel insights, such static formulations 
are not able to project the competition between novel technologies 
in markets that are transformed radically, as is the case for 
low- carbon energy transitions. Spillovers are often either regionally 
constrained or not disaggregated at all. Policy interventions that 
limit spillovers (e.g., through national- level content requirements 
or import tariffs) have also been recently examined in studies that 
contextualize green industrial policy (34–37).

To address these modeling gaps and add to the literature on 
improved representation of innovation spillovers, we devise a 
framework and methodological approach to quantifying the effects 
of local demand- side interventions on global competition between 
incumbent and novel technologies. We emphasize the interactive 
nature of jurisdictions in the framework through which we can 
endogenize global transitions in more geographical detail through 
innovation spillovers. Besides incomplete spillovers due to local 
customization, two factors are introduced that moderate global 
spillovers—relative size of selection environment, and relative 
innovation potential of competing technologies. Our modeling 
approach incorporates these factors in a techno- economic discrete 
choice model that evaluates technology competition over time 
through endogenized technological learning and intervention 
scenarios with a high level of technological granularity.

We apply this framework to the case of decarbonizing road 
freight, a sector which contributes to just under half of global 
road- based transport carbon emissions and is particularly trou
bling for low- income communities often situated near local air 
pollution hotspots (1, 38). Though low- carbon (and less air-  
polluting) alternative technologies for road freight have emerged, 
uncertainty remains around which technologies to transition to, 
how fast, and in which specific applications (39). We model the 
road- freight transition to zero- emission alternatives, such as bat
tery electric or fuel cell electric vehicles, by simulating competition 
between incumbent and niche technologies to project market 
shares of new vehicles sold globally through 2035. Different 
demand- pull interventions in select or combined jurisdictions are 
modeled, to assess global spillover effects. We stress that the model 
is primarily a conceptual advancement and therefore most useful 
for application and showcasing of the framework to specific case 
studies in transitioning sustainability sectors.

The results show that spillovers can be substantial and depend 
largely upon the relative market size of the intervening jurisdic
tion(s) as well as the relative “starting position” (i.e., initial deploy
ment) and relative experience rates of competing technologies. In 
the case of road freight, electric vehicles (EV) experience growth 

in light-  and medium- duty application segments absent interven
tion, reaching ~60% global market share of new vehicles sold by 
2035. However, EV growth in all application segments, especially 
for heavy- duty segments, can be further accelerated through policy 
intervention and spillovers. Spillovers occur if strong policies are 
introduced in large markets such as China and the European 
Union (EU). Cooperative interventions in policy clubs can 
enhance spillover effects if clubs represent large markets. 
Private- sector interventions based on corporate fleet commitments 
display minimal effects and appear rather insignificant. An isola
tion of China from the rest of the world shows the importance of 
free exchange of goods and knowledge for global transition 
dynamics. We discuss insights from the road- freight case study 
and derive implications for other niche technologies competing 
in transitioning sectors. Finally, we conclude with a contextual
ization of the modeling contribution and a discussion of potential 
limitations and users.

Frameworks

Conceptual Framework. First, we propose a conceptual framework 
for understanding the effects of a national policy intervention on 
global innovation toward greater sustainability. We do this by 
estimating innovation spillovers from a local intervention in a select 
jurisdiction to the global level (Fig. 1 illustrates the fundamental 
process). Sustainability transitions typically involve the initial 
emergence and eventual mass adoption of “clean” technologies 
in a given market (niche), though the transformational path is 
largely unknown a priori (40–42). Capturing dynamic technology 
competition that integrates path dependency and increasing 
returns to scale is therefore central to understanding transitional 
outcomes (43–45). In this framework, we define two competing 
technologies: a niche “clean” technology (Fig. 1, in orange) and an 
incumbent “dirty” technology (Fig. 1, in blue). We also define the 
selection environment as the jurisdiction within which technology 
competition occurs. Dynamic selection of competing technologies 
in jurisdiction Jp gives baseline deployment projections measured 
in market shares. As a result of a local intervention in jurisdiction 
Jp (Fig.  1, red star), deployment of the niche technology is 
accelerated globally (Fig. 1, red market shares). Importantly here, 
we distinguish increased niche technology deployment in the 
intervening jurisdiction (Jp) from increased deployment in all 
other jurisdictions (World – Jp). The local intervention induces 
innovation directly in the intervening jurisdiction but also 
indirectly in other jurisdictions through innovation spillovers. 
Effectively, accelerated deployment is enabled through global cost 
reductions and increased competitiveness of the niche technology.

Besides incomplete spillovers (see below), two factors moderate 
these spillovers—the relative size of selection environment and 
the relative innovation potential of competing technologies. We 
utilize an outcome metric, deployment, to quantify the diffusion 
of innovation ex ante (refs. 17 and 46–48 and SI Appendix, 
Table S28). Complex “clean” technologies gain experience and 
improve with each additional unit of deployment (43–45). 
Accordingly, the relative size of the selection environment in which 
the intervention occurs is crucial—the larger the relative market 
size (i.e., the size of the markets within which technologies com
pete in different jurisdictions), the greater the relative deployment 
potential and subsequent spillover potential Eq. 1.

 [1]Δs =
SJp

SWorld−Jp

,
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Spillovers are also moderated by the relative technology innova
tion potential. Cost is a primary driver of technology competition. 
In this framework, component- based experience curves are used to 
model cost dynamics, which have been established as a prominent 
approach to projecting future costs of niche technologies particularly 
for methods that endogenize technological learning (26, 48–51). In 
Fig. 1, we illustrate two experience curves, one for the incumbent 
and one for the niche technology, to define two relative innovation 
potential variables—the relative starting position or starting deploy
ment Δd  Eq. 2 and the relative steepness of experience curves tan(�) 
for the incumbent and niche technologies Eq. 3.

 [2]

 

[3]

In a selection environment where a niche technology is 
“catching- up” to the incumbent technology, spillovers can induce 
innovation by accelerating cost reductions. Deployment, however, 
rather depends on cost competitiveness and is therefore a function 
of both the relative starting position and relative steepness of the two 
competing technologies, which is in part determined by a technol
ogy’s design complexity (14).

Incomplete spillovers are also considered in the framework to 
emphasize the effects of local and global learning on technology 
innovation (52, 53). Standardized technologies that are glo bally 
produced and traded have very little local learning and are there
fore best predicted by global, aggregate market trends than by 
country- specific context factors (e.g., solar PV modules). For such 
technologies, the framework assumes complete spillovers from the 
intervening jurisdiction to all other jurisdictions (Fig. 1, red  spillovers 
arrow). For highly customized technologies requiring context- specific 

local learning (e.g., building envelope retrofits), knowledge spillovers 
do not completely propagate (Fig. 1, purple incomplete spillover 
arrow). We contend spillover completeness to be a function of the 
need for customization, i.e., the extent to which technologies need 
to be adapted to their use environments (14).

The interplay between technology competition dynamics and 
global innovation spillovers are key for estimating the speed of 
global sustainability transitions under various intervention scenar
ios. While the factors described in Eqs. 1–3 allow us to conceptu
ally describe expected differences in deployment depending on the 
market sizes and technology innovation potentials (see Materials 
and Methods for an application to our case), evidence- based policy 
advice requires a quantitative evaluation of potential interventions, 
as discussed next.

Modeling Framework. We operationalize the above- described 
framework in a system- dynamics techno- economic model 
that simulates technology competition over time and analyzes 
the effects of global innovation spillovers on clean technology 
deployment. Our parsimonious approach [as compared to other 
conventional system- dynamics approaches (54–56)] prioritizes 
greater generalizability of the case study but remains empirically 
grounded. Fundamentally, the model is well suited to capture 
technology competition dynamics, incorporate global spillover 
effects, and project innovation diffusion for sustainability 
transitions. For more details on the model selection, please refer 
to SI Appendix, Text 2.

We build on previous models that examine technology compe
tition, endogenous feedback dynamics, or both (26, 57–59). 
Crucially, we endogenize innovation by way of component- based 
experience curves. By doing so, we derive a technology’s future cost 
from its previous deployment (60) and establish a model architec
ture that empirically quantifies innovation feedback and global 
spillover effects. The basic model architecture follows an iterative 
procedure over a specified time period. In each time step, selection 

Δd = di
(

t0
)

− dn
(

t0
)

,

tan � =
mi−mn

1−mimn

;

wheremi =
ln[1−ERi]

ln[2]
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ln[1−ERn]

ln[2]
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the conceptual framework.
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of competing technologies, incumbent and niche, is modeled 
within defined jurisdictions through a discrete choice Monte Carlo 
simulation of bounded rational investors. The selection decision is 
solely based on the operational lifetime cost of the technology (i.e., 
total cost of ownership) as well as a switching cost, which we model 
as an additional cost barrier defined by an investor’s propensity to 
switch to a niche technology away from the incumbent (e.g., driven 
by a perceived technology risk). Selection and subsequent deploy
ment of a technology leads to gained experience and increasing 
returns to scale, thereby reducing component costs, but also dimin
ishing switching costs in the future. Lifetime and switching cost 
dynamics in subsequent iteration steps are thus derived from a 
technology’s previous deployment; however, lifetime costs depend 
on previous global deployment and switching cost on previous 
local deployment. For each time step, technology market shares of 
new units deployed are dynamically projected in a baseline sce
nario, absent any intervention. Then, a local policy intervention 
in a select jurisdiction is introduced, and baseline market shares 
are disrupted—not only in the intervening jurisdiction but as well 
in other jurisdictions through spillovers. Importantly, the model 
treats policy exogenously with respect to spillovers. Assuming no 
trade barriers, increased deployment in the intervening jurisdiction 
(Jp) results in lower technology costs in all other jurisdictions in 
future time steps. Innovation spillovers, quantified as disrupted 
market shares, may be increased or decreased outside of the inter
vening jurisdiction, for example, in World – Jp (Fig. 1).

Case Study

The proposed framework is applied to the case of commercial road 
freight. In 2019, road transport accounted for roughly 70% of 
global transport sector green- house- gas (GHG) emissions, and 
nearly 15% of global total GHG emissions for which road freight, 
in particular, plays a large contributing role (1). Fossil fuel–based 
road freight creates other environmental and social problems (61). 
Especially troubling are the severe health impacts of local air pollu
tion hotspots that often disproportionally affect low- income com
munities situated near major highways, in inner cities, or along 
congested freight corridors (62). Though frequently discussed as a 
difficult- to- abate sector, sustainable niche alternatives have emerged: 
battery electric vehicles (BEV) and hydrogen- powered fuel cell elec
tric vehicles (FCEV). These alternative technologies are relatively 
complex in design and manufacturing and therefore gain tremen
dously from learning- by- doing and using feedback effects (63). 
Furthermore, the incumbent and clean technologies competing in 
this sector are globally traded products, making the sector well suited 
for questions pertaining to intervention spillovers. Consequently, 
we assume complete spillovers as incumbent and BEV and FCEV 
are largely standardized products with high global learning.

As the road- freight transition is still in the formative phase (64), 
our case selection allows for a forward- looking analysis of a sus
tainability transition that exhibits multiple competing technolo
gies and relies heavily on interventions, innovation spillovers, and 
global knowledge flows. At the same time, the transitional out
come for road freight is still uncertain, which has great conse
quences for local burdened communities as well as for global 
climate change and thus society at large. We recognize that climate 
action, in this case, interventions that enable the uptake of zero-  or 
low- emission road- freight vehicles, is not equivalent to sustainable 
development. Note, however, that many cobenefits to climate 
action- driven interventions exist in the sector.

Our case study- specific results—market share projections of 
competing road- freight vehicle technologies—are of value for 
actors in the space, though we recognize that numerical outcomes 

of data- heavy models are necessarily also a function of choices 
made on input parameters. Though concerted effort was put into 
input parameter data collection, in the results section, we empha
size rather the primary contribution of the analysis: the assessment 
of the effects of national policies on global TC and the quantifi
cation of innovation spillovers.

Complications. For the selected case study, additional complications 
are introduced to the framework. First, for the case of road freight, 
we model not two (niche vs incumbent) but four technologies: two 
incumbent, internal combustion engine vehicles that run on diesel 
and natural gas (ICE- D and ICE- NG), and two niche technologies, 
BEV and FCEV. Each competing technology has a different 
innovation potential, both in terms of experience curve steepness [cf. 
Eq. 3, tan(�)   ] and relative initial cumulative deployment (Eq. 2, Δd) . 
Second, we model not two but five regions representing the global 
geographies with the most road- freight ton- kilometers traveled—
China, the European Union (EU), the United States, India, and 
Brazil, as well as a Rest of World region (65). Third, we define 
application segments divided along the weight and range dimensions 
for which light-  (LDV), medium-  (MDV), and heavy- duty vehicles 
(HDV) each travel in urban, regional, and long- haul distances (39). 
Dynamic technology competition is therefore modeled between four 
technologies, in six regions, and nine application segments, on an 
annual time step resolution over a fifteen- year time- period from 2020 
through 2035. Fourth, switching costs in the road- freight market 
are considered to consist of two factors, reflecting both behavioral 
elements (e.g., cognitive bias toward established technology due to 
habits) and institutional elements (e.g., ease of maintenance and 
refueling). In sum, the model projects technology market shares 
of new vehicle sales in a business as usual (BAU) baseline scenario 
and for intervention scenarios on top of the baseline. Our modeled 
BAU scenario is very similar to a “current policies” scenario; however, 
existing CAPEX subsidies are not included.

Spillovers can occur across regions and application segments. 
This is because we assume complete spillovers for all technology 
components (e.g., battery modules). As an example, BEV deploy
ment in the LDV- Urban segment in China can, in theory, spill 
over to the HDV- LongHaul segment in the United States.

Policy Interventions. Intervention, particularly public policy 
intervention, is often required to correct market or system failures 
such as negative or positive externalities, or innovation system 
failures (66, 67). For emerging or novel technologies seeking 
to break decades of technology dominance, interventions that 
target deployment are essential not only for innovation but also 
for diffusion and adoption of a new technology (68–70). Here, 
we model, exogenously, hypothetical interventions to demonstrate 
the potential to accelerate sustainability transitions through global 
innovation spillovers. We focus on demand- pull interventions 
(44). Though scholars widely agree that both demand- pull and 
technology- push interventions spur technical change and spillovers 
(69), it is also acknowledged that local (domestic) innovators are 
unlikely to benefit substantially from foreign technology- push 
funding as compared to foreign demand- pull policies (71, 72). 
Furthermore, demand- pull interventions are typically market- 
based instruments that target deployment and thus align better 
with our framework’s measure of innovative output. To offer a 
final case- specific argumentation, sustainable niche road- freight 
technologies have largely surpassed the research and development 
phase where technology- push interventions are more relevant (73).

Three public interventions are modeled. First, a technology- neutral 
carbon tax for the road- freight sector is modeled, based on the 
well- to- wheel emission intensity of the vehicle technology. Fuels, D
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including electricity, are taxed based on their carbon content. For 
hydrogen, we assume strictly “green” hydrogen from electrolysis, 
with an assumed emissions factor of zero. Carbon tax scenarios are 
oriented at the ambition level of existing policies (e.g., in the case 
of the United States, a low tax scenario is based on the carbon price 
in California in 2020, and high tax scenario is based on the 
low- carbon fuel standard credit price in 2020). Second, we model 
a road toll exemption for zero- emission vehicles, particularly effective 
in regions with high tolls (39). Third, we model a technology- specific 
CAPEX subsidy—a common policy option to advance adoption of 
niche road vehicle technologies (74). This subsidy cuts the initial 
cost differential between a zero- emission vehicle (ZEV) and the 
baseline vehicle by 25%. In some scenarios, we also combine these 
interventions. We present three additional interventions to better 
understand spillover dynamics: a cooperative intervention (i.e., a 
policy club), a geopolitical shock restricting the free trade of tech
nology, and a private sector intervention (corporate commitments 
from multinationals that own large truck fleets). For the geopolitical 
shock, analyzing a restriction of free technology trade allows for an 
understanding of the potential negative effects of regional isolation 
on spillovers. The private intervention is motivated by the fact that 
interventions from nonstate actors, complimentary to national pol
icies, can sometimes have meaningful impact on global issues (75). 
In SI Appendix, we also model and assess a toll- exemption and 
CAPEX subsidy for just one specific technology (FCEV) in the EU.

Each intervention is modeled in select region(s). We begin the 
public interventions in 2023 though the modeling period starts 
in 2020. Only the private intervention is modeled in multiple 

regions as the multinational corporate vehicles committed in the 
EV100 initiative operate globally.

Results

In Fig. 2A, we show the results of the business as usual (BAU) 
baseline scenario absent intervention. All modeled regions as well 
as an additional “Global” aggregate are shown in the columns. For 
simplicity, we combine the range application segments and show 
only differentiated weight segments, though the full application 
matrix results are included in SI Appendix, Figs. S4–S9. A few 
observations are highlighted. First, the transition from dirty 
incumbent vehicles such as ICE- D (Fig. 2A, in brown) or ICE- NG 
(Fig. 2A, in yellow) to clean niche vehicles such as BEV (Fig. 2A, 
in blue) advances in the LDV and MDV segments in certain 
regions, though not in the HDV segments. Globally, BEVs reach 
nearly 60% market share of new vehicles sold in the LDV and 
MDV segments with some regions such as China and the EU 
surpassing 70% in the MDV segment. In the HDV segments, 
ZEV market shares remain below 10% globally. This result stresses 
the importance of intervention for heavy- duty road- freight decar
bonization. Second, regional projection outcomes differ starkly. 
Transition speeds and shapes as well as selected technologies follow 
different trends in different regions—China and the EU feature 
the fastest ZEV adoption rates, whereas India and Brazil lag 
behind with high penetration rates of ICE- NG and ICE- D respec
tively. Finally, electrification of the road- freight sector almost 
exclusively develops with BEVs. Only in the HDV segment of the 
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Fig. 2. (A) Baseline market share projection results of new road- freight vehicles sold in each modeled region and application segment from 2020 through 2035. 
For readability, we show only the combined weight segments (LDV, MDV, and HDV). Regions are ordered from left to right in decreasing market size order. The 
y axis shows market shares of newly sold vehicles (%), and the x axis shows years modeled. Four technologies compete for market shares in each segment and 
each region—a battery electric vehicle (BEV) in blue, fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV) in green, internal combustion engine that runs on diesel (ICE- D) in brown, and 
one that runs on natural gas (ICE- NG) in yellow. The “Global” region on the left is the aggregate of the six modeled regions to the right. In the business as usual 
baseline result, no intervention is implemented. (B) Sensitivity analysis tornado chart for the top five most sensitive parameters in each region for all application 
segments combined. The sensitivity metric measures the average yearly ZEV market share change (%- pts) given a +/−20% change in parameter. Parameter labels 
correspond to the same naming convention as in SI Appendix, Table S2.D
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EU do FCEVs gain minimal market shares after 2030 (we further 
discuss FCEV’s role in SI Appendix).

Note that the BAU market share projections in Fig. 2A do 
display technological learning feedbacks and innovation spillovers, 
just not as the result of an intervention in a specific region. Fig. 2B 
shows the BAU ZEV market share sensitivities to model parameter 
changes of ±20%. The top five most sensitive parameters are shown 
in each region for all applications combined. These results are part 
of a comprehensive sensitivity analysis performed in two parts to 
assess the robustness of our model—one to test model parameter 
sensitivities and one to test intervention or shock sensitivities 
(Materials and Methods). Overall, we find the BAU market share 
results to be robust to reasonable parameter changes (±20%), 
though Fig. 2B highlights, in particular, the high market share 
sensitivity to fuel efficiency and technology efficiency parameter 
changes across regions and applications. This supports earlier find
ings on the influence of OPEX or other energy consumption- related 
parameters on commercial vehicle TCO (39). Baring the two fuel 
efficiency parameters, remaining parameter sensitivities show no 
more than 5 to 10% changes in the average yearly ZEV market 
shares across regions and for combined applications.

Overall, the BAU results indicate a high apparent need for 
intervention, especially in the heavy- duty segments where ICE- D 
vehicles continue to dominate. Given this baseline outlook, in the 
following, we analyze whether local interventions can accelerate 
the global low- carbon road- freight transition.

Public Policy Interventions in the United States. Fig. 3 displays 
the results of three public interventions. A technology- neutral 
US- wide carbon tax on all transport fuels (high and low scenario), 
a CAPEX subsidy for ZEVs, and a policy mix. In Fig. 3, the y 
axis now shows ZEV market shares. The gray area thus indicates 
baseline ZEV shares from the BAU scenario in Fig. 2. Both carbon 
tax interventions and the policy mix increase these baseline shares 
in all segments. The CAPEX subsidy increases ZEV shares in the 

LDV and MDV segments but not in the HDV segments. On 
the left, we see the effects of the carbon tax intervention in the 
US—ZEV deployment is accelerated in all application segments, 
though much more for the LDV and MDV segments than for the 
HDV segment. For instance, by 2030, ZEV market shares in the 
MDV and LDV segments rise from 11 to 76% and 60 to 74%, 
respectively, due to the high carbon tax, even more with the mixed 
policy. On the right, we see the global spillover effects, or lack 
thereof, of local interventions in the United States—generally in 
all segments, spillover effects are minimal. This is largely due to a 
relatively small US market size. Even with substantial modification 
of sensitive parameters such as fuel consumption (±20%), global 
spillover effects remain minor. Most additionally deployed ZEVs 
as a result of the carbon tax interventions are in the MDV segment, 
for which the vehicle market is comparatively much smaller than 
LDV and HDV. Market size is thus underscored as a crucial 
moderating factor for innovation spillovers.

Public Policy Interventions in China. With the largest road- freight 
market, greatest number of road- based ton- kilometers traveled, 
and thus highest transport- related carbon emissions profile in 
the world, the rationale to decarbonize domestic movement 
of commercial goods is clear. China is heavily prioritizing the 
electrification of their transport sector at large (76). Considerable 
global spillovers may be expected as a result of increased niche 
technology deployment in a large market such as China. In Fig. 4, 
we model four different policy interventions in China and show 
the effects on the Chinese market as well as the resulting spillovers 
to other regions. We model a CAPEX subsidy for ZEVs (Fig. 4, in 
blue), a toll exemption for ZEVs (Fig. 4, in pink), a technology- 
neutral carbon tax on transport fuels (Fig. 4, in green), and an 
intervention mix that combines all three public policies (Fig. 4, in 
black dotted). The results not only show significantly accelerated 
and increased local deployment of ZEVs but also increased global 
deployment where spillovers are abundant. For example, local ZEV 
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Fig. 3. ZEV market share results of public interventions in the United States. Increased ZEV market shares in the United States on the left are a direct result 
of local interventions. Increased ZEV market shares in all other regions to the right are an indirect result of spillovers. The carbon tax applies to all vehicle 
technologies and is based on well- to- wheel emissions, that is, the carbon emissions from the fuel extraction, production, and transport combined with the carbon 
emissions from the technology during on- road use. The region- specific carbon intensity of the electricity grid is also dynamically accounted for. We model the 
CAPEX subsidy (in light blue) in the United States as 25% of the difference between the ZEV CAPEX and the ICE- D vehicle CAPEX in each respective segment and 
region. The policy mix (in dotted black) combines the high dynamic carbon tax and the CAPEX subsidy. All interventions are introduced starting in the year 2023.D
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deployment in the MDV and HDV segments in China would 
increase from 15 to 85% and from <1 to 58% in 2027 as a result 
of the ZEV toll exemption policy. Spillover effects in other regions 
are largest in the MDV segments, for example, in the United States 
or India, with a 42% and 68% ZEV deployment increase in 2033 
as a result of the ZEV toll exemption policy in China.

Noticeable as well is the relative intensity of each modeled inter
vention. In China, road tolls are expensive (see Fig. 4 caption and 
SI Appendix, Fig. S59 for direct budgetary implications of all mod
eled interventions in China). Accordingly, a ZEV road toll exemp
tion greatly increases niche technology competitiveness for which 
tolls are a key determinant. This is particularly the case for the HDV 
segment where vehicle kilometers traveled are high and distance- based 
taxes thus pivotal. Comparatively, the CAPEX subsidy and carbon 
tax interventions prove not as effective in enabling additional ZEV 
deployment in China, while the policy mix intervention, a combi
nation of the three, appears most effective. The policy mix and toll 
exemption interventions increase average ZEV deployment market 
shares in China across segments by 40% and 25%, respectively, as 
compared to 8% and 5% market share increases from the CAPEX 
subsidy and carbon tax interventions. As has been shown empirically 
in other cases (77), we also observe that the policy mix intervention 
can be less than the sum of each individual intervention. This is the 
case both in China and the United States.

Furthermore, we find that the intensity of local intervention 
also implies the intensity of observed global spillovers. The ZEV 
toll exemption and policy mix interventions in China accordingly 
induce the greatest spillover effects in other regions. In the LDV 
segments, spillovers are greatest for regions that exhibit lower base
line ZEV diffusion rates such as in India. In the EU and the United 
States, for example, higher baseline ZEV market shares in the LDV 
segment suppose a limit beyond which spillovers induced by inter
ventions in China do not breach. The MDV segments display the 
greatest spillover effects, where lower but positively trending initial 

ZEV deployment levels are substantially accelerated as a result of 
interventions in China. In the HDV segments however, other 
than in the EU, minimal spillovers are observed, despite strong 
local intervention effects. Furthermore, for spillovers that are 
observed in this segment, deployment is almost exclusively BEV 
with little to no FCEV adoption. We suppose two reasons for 
these findings. First, in the HDV segment, despite observable 
CAPEX reductions from spillovers, BEV deployment spillovers 
are missing because the switching cost barrier is not overcome. 
Second, the deployment of BEV over FCEV points especially to 
the innovation potential of competing technologies—a high rel
ative experience curve angle, � , between the niche BEV technology 
and incumbent ICE- D technology—leads to higher BEV cost 
reductions and thus increased competitiveness.

Further Interventions and Shocks. We analyze the effects of three 
further interventions: policy club public interventions in the EU, 
the United States, and China, a geopolitical shock in China, and a 
private intervention. Fig. 5 shows the effects of these interventions 
or shock via the average yearly ZEV market share change for the 
intervention or shock as compared to no intervention or shock. 
Note that Fig. 5 shows both the within- region intervention effect 
and the spillover effect (see color- coded legend). The policy club 
interventions (Fig. 5A), for which we model a CAPEX subsidy, 
show negligible spillovers for the EU and US club. Only when 
China joins the policy club does the model project nonnegligible 
spillovers to nonclub regions, a finding in line with a prominent 
study analyzing climate clubs and spillovers in international 
climate policy (13). Advancing ZEV market shares by 5 y is 
actually quite substantial given the timeline of the required 
transition, particularly in developing economies such as India. Our 
analysis examining spillover effects under select model parameter 
sensitivities shows a 7 to 15% change in the spillover metric for 
the club policy interventions depending on the region, application 
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Fig. 4. ZEV market share results of four public policy interventions in China. Increased ZEV market shares in China on the left are a direct result of local 
interventions. Increased ZEV market shares in all other regions to the right are an indirect result of spillovers. A CAPEX subsidy for ZEVs is shown in light blue. 
We model the subsidy as 25% of the difference between the ZEV CAPEX and the ICE- D vehicle CAPEX in each respective segment and region. A toll exemption for 
ZEVs is shown in pink. Tolls in China are quite expensive with charges of 0.36 USD/km, 0.14 USD/km, and 0.068 USD/km for the HDV, MDV, and LDV segments, 
respectively. These charges are 264%, 141%, and 92% higher than the average tolls of all other regions in the HDV, MDV, and LDV segments (see Dataset S1 for 
toll data). A technology- neutral carbon tax is shown in green. Here, we model a different dynamic cost of carbon as compared to the US interventions in Fig. 3 
(SI Appendix, Fig. S10). A policy mix is shown as a dashed black line. This intervention combines all three previously described interventions—the CAPEX subsidy, 
the ZEV toll exemption, and the carbon tax. All interventions are introduced starting in the year 2023.
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segment, and sensitive parameter (SI Appendix, Figs. S29–S58). 
For the geopolitical shock cutting off China, the model projects 
strong negative spillovers (Fig. 5B). In this scenario, the transition 
to low- carbon road- freight vehicles would be tremendously 
slowed in China but even more so in other regions. In the LDV 
segment, India, in particular, would loose on average 29 market 
share %- points yearly. The EU is similarly penalized in the MDV 
segment, though the HDV segment is largely unaffected due to 
minimal initial ZEV shares in the BAU scenario. Spillover effects 
of a private intervention (Fig. 5C) based on EV100 multinational 
corporate fleet commitments appear slim. Despite including larger 
multinationals, the overall corporate commitments are too small to 
make a difference. Even under a high EV100 private intervention 
scenario (3× the base commitments, results shown in SI Appendix, 
Fig. S2), limited deployment spillover is apparent. Spillover effect 
sensitivities are >3% for the private intervention and >12% for 
the geopolitical shock across regions, applications, and select 
parameter sensitivities (again see SI Appendix, Figs. S29–S58).

Discussion

We begin the discussion with generalized insights into the role of 
spillovers for global technical change. Spillovers can accelerate 

transitions, but they are not a given. According to our modeling 
results, the size of the spillover effects very much depends on the 
intervening jurisdiction, intervention type, strength and timing, 
and competition dynamics of niche and incumbent technologies. 
Framing this complex interplay of elements is central to modeling 
TC. We stress here again the usefulness of the two conceptual 
factors, relative size of selection environment and relative innova
tion potential of competing technologies, for understanding spill
over moderation. For niche technologies competing in a selection 
environment with relatively high experience rates and a “head- 
start” in terms of cumulative deployment, global innovation spill
overs can be the decisive push needed to overcome lingering cost 
barriers and accelerate adoption. The magnitude of spillovers 
depends as well on the relative market size, or rather the local 
deployment potential of the intervening jurisdiction vis- à- vis the 
overall global potential. Under strong intervention scenarios, juris
dictions of large relative market size can have profound impacts 
on niche technology deployment globally through spillovers. We 
recognize these guiding factors to be generalizable and thus appli
cable to broader sustainability transition case studies. Incomplete 
spillovers are another important factor to consider and depend 
principally upon a technology’s need for customization, a largely 
technology- inherent characteristic. The incomplete spillover 
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concept emphasizes the importance of differentiating local vs. 
global technological learning in technology projection models.

Spillovers are a two- way street. On the one hand, spillovers can 
expand the benefits of stringent national policy, but they can also 
reduce the incentive for intervention. Export potential is often a 
key motivator for national policy—establishing a strong home 
market can in turn generate positive local feedback effects such as 
job creation, technology development, economic growth, and fur
ther increased policy ambition (18, 52). In rare cases, exportation 
of policy itself can also be a policy goal as was the case for the 
German Energiewende, which, upon enactment, sought policy 
imitation in other jurisdictions to bolster collective climate change 
mitigation action (78). Other examples of adopting local policy to 
create global spillovers include the European hydrogen strategy (79) 
or Britain’s attempt to expert their healthcare policy (80). Foreign 
jurisdictions may choose to expand their own local policies, or they 
may choose to “free- ride”, an unavoidable consequence of spillovers. 
Accordingly, national industrial policy aims may trigger protection
ist trade barriers thus limiting the extent to which nonintervening 
nations can benefit or “free- ride” from spillovers. Club policies offer 
a potential remedy to the competition- skewed two- way street (13). 
Cooperative intervention scenarios, particularly ones that include 
multiple regions, not only expand the reach of global spillovers but 
also balance policy costs and herald positive signaling effects for 
industry players, manufacturers, as well as consumers. Interestingly, 
our results indicate that competition scenarios can be much more 
damaging than cooperative scenarios are benefiting (see the geopo
litical shock modeled in China).

From the road- freight case study results, we understand foremost 
the importance of public intervention for clean technology deploy
ment. We project that heavy- duty trucks will continue to run on 
fossil fuels absent strong public policy intervention. Spillovers as a 
key accelerator of niche technology deployment in the sector should 
not be overlooked. Particularly striking is the meager effect of pri
vate interventions on the road- freight transition (see Fig. 5), which 
not only questions popularized “collaborative” initiatives from 
private corporate companies but also puts pressure on public insti
tutions to increase support for clean technologies, either inde
pendently or as a policy club. A comment on policy cost is thus 
relevant at this point. As an example, take an effective but rather 
costly public intervention, the road toll exemption. In certain 
regions, say China and the EU, this policy has major consequences 
for transport budgets and public revenue streams. Despite the pol
icy’s positive overall effect on ZEV uptake, a phase- out or cap on 
toll exemptions may be necessary (see SI Appendix, Figs. S59–S61 
for direct budgetary implications of all modeled interventions). 
Generally, policy cost is not only a function of market size but also 
of the region- specific calibration level and relative innovation 
potential of competing technologies. It is also dependent on the 
extent to which national cooperation exists (i.e., presence of policy 
clubs). We also learn from the road- freight case that overcoming 
switching costs (“soft- costs”), or more broadly institutional and 
behavioral barriers, is crucial for niche technology deployment and 
that competition dynamics between niche technologies is as impor
tant for understanding market development as competition 
between niche and incumbent technologies. In particular, the 
switching cost qualitative adoption factor parameter proved influ
ential in the sensitivity analysis across most regions, largely in the 
MDV segment. Given the importance of relative market size for 
induced spillovers, we find that the road- freight sector could benefit 
from joint policy action or collaboration between regions, which 
could further increase spillovers. This could also address potential 
first- mover disadvantages due to spillovers (72). Additionally, the 
case- specific model results indicate that governments should not 

solely rely on spillovers if a swift transition is desired. Local inter
vention is needed in many (large) regions for accelerated adoption 
of ZEVs. The robustness of our model results as shown in the 
sensitivity analysis only further emphasizes the relevance of these 
discussed policy implications.

Though our results suggest that public policy intervention is 
much more effective than private interventions in enabling niche 
tech deployment, public policy is in fact shaped by private interests 
and technology advocacy. The local (national) industry position, 
toward novel technologies is thus highly relevant. Rising market 
shares of a novel tech (induced through spillovers) could trigger 
positive feedback and thus policy activity in other jurisdictions (i.e., 
in the case of PV) but also backlash or negative feedback from 
incumbent market players. In the case of road freight, industry inter
ests do not only refer to the vehicle producers (which only produce 
in few regions in the world) but also from the users (trucking com
panies), which represent a major workforce in many countries.

Turning now to the modeling framework, we discuss scope, 
contributions, and limitations and contextualize our case- specific 
model with existing ones. In principle, our model is of generaliz
able nature and can be applied to any field where technologies 
compete for markets and where policy intervention is conceivable. 
The approach is particularly helpful in sectors where learning by 
doing and using is important. The main contribution is the assess
ment of the effects of national policies on global TC and the 
quantification of endogenized innovation spillovers ex ante. The 
model also serves as a cost benchmarking tool for technologies 
not yet in the market, which is of interest for researchers and 
modelers but also for investors. That is, how cheap must a tech
nology become to stand a chance in the market? From the sensi
tivity analyses, for example, we learn that the lithium- ion battery 
cost is an influential parameter for projected ZEV deployment—
continued cost decreases for this technology are extremely impor
tant. We stress, however, that these kinds of models cannot be 
used for completely novel technologies where experience rates are 
unavailable or cannot be calculated based on empirical observa
tions. For these technologies, other models (and policies) are 
needed. Additionally, the model is primarily suitable for technol
ogies that are highly standardized and for which we would expect 
high international deployment spillovers. International spillovers 
and thus our framework are less relevant for technologies with 
high degrees of customization (such as biomass power or building 
envelopes), whose learning is highly locally confined. An ex post 
analysis—replaying history and alternative histories (81)—is also 
conceivable. Remodeling technological competition and interna
tional spillovers would require a very good understanding of the 
case and (potentially) large amounts of historical data on technol
ogies and interventions. For actors in the transitioning road- freight 
case, the simulated market share projections themselves are of 
value. Compared to larger integrated assessment models or general 
equilibrium models that mostly rely on elasticities and exogenous 
innovation, our model opens the black box of technology and 
therefore requires a structural understanding of the sector and its 
technologies. As with all structurally and technologically rich 
models, input data can be a limiting factor. In order to adapt the 
model to other sectors, detailed region- specific factors such as fuel 
prices, policies, and the composition of the sector would need 
tailoring. Computational efficiency is also rather limiting, par
ticularly for understanding parameter sensitivities, given the high 
number of model parameters. Another limitation is that the model 
cannot directly address questions of equity for sustainability tran
sitions. Indirectly, the model can inform policy design to accelerate 
clean technology deployment, which in the case of road freight 
can have dramatic health benefits for the broader public but also D
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particularly for individuals residing near highways who are highly 
exposed to vehicle exhaust.

Ultimately, the model helps to inform policy making, primarily 
for national policy- makers but also for potential policy collaboration 
(i.e., club policies). It can inform private actors as well, for example, 
from multinational corporate initiatives (such as EV100) or inves
tors and industrial companies considering which technologies to 
invest in, when, and how. Of course, the politics of policy interven
tion cannot be understated. The prevailing literature suggests that 
the presence of international spillovers strongly affects the political 
will for intervention and that foreign innovation diffusion is in fact 
a disincentive for policy- derived domestic market creation (72, 82). 
Again, we return to the two- way street argument. National policy
making is often motivated by national industrial policy aims and 
thus may favor interventions that support domestic firms. From a 
sustainability transitions perspective, however, innovation spillovers 
that accelerate global technical change are fundamental and should 
be explored fully. Shocks that decelerate global technical change are 
also highly relevant and should rather be avoided. Spillovers may 
also often be incomplete, thus further increasing the importance of 
local or even regional cooperative intervention. For policy users, the 
model can inform the choice of region, where to intervene, and the 
timing for desired outputs. It also provides insights into the tech
nology—which technologies to support and how much, which 
support mechanisms are most effective or perhaps ineffective, or 
which may lead to lock- in.

Materials and Methods

Model architecture. We project market diffusion dynamics of competing 
technologies and capture innovation spillovers in multiple regions using the 
following core structural elements: a detailed technology- rich representation and 
segmentation of the road- freight sector; a comprehensive metric for evaluating 
cost competitiveness that identifies key parametric differences between compet-
ing technologies—for road freight, the total cost of ownership (TCO) is employed; 
a technology selection mechanism that simulates investor (i.e., fleet owner or 
truck owner- operator) purchase decisions based on technology cost as well as 
switching cost; a dynamic assessment of cost progression using experience curves 
to derive a technology’s future cost from its previous deployment. See Fig. 6 for 
the iterative modeling procedure.

Model Dimensions and Parameters. Four model dimensions are constructed 
to accurately characterize and project market shares of the commercial road- 
freight sector as in ref. 39—technology, application, region, and time. Four technol-
ogies (ICE- D, ICE- NG, BEV, and FCEV) compete in nine total application segments 
(LDV/MDV/HDV- Urban/Regional/LongHaul) and six regions (Brazil, China, EU, 
India, the United States, and Rest of World) in each model year (2020 to 2035). 
A more detailed overview of each dimension is included in SI Appendix.

A total of 77 model parameters are defined and calibrated to inform the core 
technology selection process of the model. Many of these parameters have region-  
and application- specific dependencies and are differentiated as such. These differ-
ences are important to highlight and relevant for understanding the parametric 
nuances of the model (please see SI Appendix for these details). All parameters 
are included in SI Appendix, Table S2, where we detail which parameters are cal-
ibrated from literature and which are assumed as well as which parameters are 
dynamic or static and which are stochastically or deterministically modeled in the 
Monte Carlo simulation. Error bounds for stochastic parameters were determined 
through literature review and data collection and reflect our best estimate for 
parameter uncertainty.

Total Cost of Ownership. The TCO is a comparative cost metric of road- freight 
vehicles widely employed by transport modelers and fleet owners alike (83). 
Here, we evaluate the TCO for specific technologies in specific applications and 
regions. We follow the TCO methodology from Noll et al. (39)

 
[4]

where TCO is the total cost of ownership per kilometer (USD/km), CAPEX is the 
capital expenditure or initial purchase cost of the vehicle (USD), SUB is the subsidy 
on the vehicle CAPEX (USD), SV is the scrappage value, OPEX is the operating 
expenditure or annual operating cost (USD), N is the lifetime of the vehicle (years), 
and AKT is the annual kilometers traveled (km). For the discounting terms, CRF is 
the capital recovery factor = (i(1+ i)N )∕((1+ i)N − 1)   , and i    is the discount rate. 
Subscripts t, a, and r refer to the technology, application, and region dimensions, 
respectively. SC is the switching cost (USD) and is described in more detail below. 
For more methodological detail on each TCO parameter, see SI Appendix, Text 2.

Switching Cost. Supplementary to the TCO, we model a switching cost represent-
ative of potential “soft” barriers to adoption new technologies face upon market 
entry (84). The switching cost is based on a percentage of the incumbent vehicle 
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Fig.  6. Schematic of the iterative modeling procedure. Here, we visualize the iterative modeling procedure. In each time step, technologies compete in 
representative application segments and regions. Independent investors are simulated in a probabilistic Monte Carlo discrete choice selection mechanism. The 
selection decision (d) is based on the least “cost” technology available—derived based on the TCO (b), a “hard- cost” metric, and the switching cost (c), a developed 
“soft- cost” metric. Aggregated investor selections generate technology market shares. These shares when multiplied by forecasted deployment, both endogenous 
and exogenous, derive new technology component costs from the experience curves (a). New costs are then used in the TCO calculation and investor selection 
simulation in the subsequent time step. See SI Appendix, Text 2 for a more detailed description of the iterative procedure.D
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CAPEX (i.e., the ICE- D vehicle cost). The percentage is determined by multiplying 
two adoption factors (%): a qualitative and historical factor.

The qualitative adoption factor consists of two qualitative elements—a behav-
ioral element and an institutional element—that define an investor’s propensity to 
switch to a new technology away from the incumbent (45). Each modeled technol-
ogy is rated based on the applicability and influence of an element on an investor’s 
switching inertia. The applicability is modeled in the form of a percentage markup 
(as compared to the incumbent technology which we assume to have a 0% markup 
absent behavioral or institutional cost barriers) for a given technology in a given 
application and region. A 10% markup is applied if a behavioral or institutional 
element is partially applicable, and a 20% markup is applied if fully applicable.

The historical adoption factor is based on past deployment of each competing 
technology in each application and region. We use an inverted S- curve functional 
form to model the historical adoption factor which represents a technology’s 
adoption progression as a function of historical deployment.

We base the switching cost calibration and implementation primarily on two 
sources from the literature (23, 84). See SI Appendix, Text 2 for more detail on 
the switching cost methodology.

Experience Curves. We construct experience curves for seven vehicle technol-
ogy components—lithium- ion battery pack, hydrogen tank, diesel tank, natural 
gas tank, electric drive system, fuel cell system, and internal combustion engine 
powertrain. We also model three integration factor components—one each for the 
BEV, FCEV, and ICE- NG technologies.

Experience curves are derived from Wrights law (85) which connects historic 
product prices to cumulative deployed capacities. Component- based experience 
curves have previously been established in the literature for energy storage tech-
nologies (26, 49). Here, component- based experience curves are split according 
to the energy storage, powertrain, and integration factor for a specific technology. 
The cost equation for each component based experience curve is as follows:

 

[5]

where Costcomponent,it (X
component,i

t ) is the cost of component i  in year t  as a func-
tion of Xcomponent,it  , the cumulative deployed capacity of component i  in year t  . 
Cost

component,i

0
 and Xcomponent,i

0
 are the initial cost and cumulative deployed capacity 

of component i  in the base year. For the integration factor experience curve equa-
tion, cost is replaced by an integration factor. The positive learning parameter b is 
derived from experience rates taken from the literature for each experience com-
ponent as in Eq. 6. The experience rate ER is defined as the fixed percentage cost 
reduction of a product for every doubling of cumulative installed capacity (60).

 
[6]

With the inclusion of component- based experience curves, technological progress 
in the model assumes a global experience for all technology components, except 
for the vehicle chassis for which we do not assume experiential learning. See 
SI Appendix, Text 2 for more detail on experience curve model implementation.

Simulations. The simulation runs annually from 2020 to 2035. It employs a 
Monte Carlo discrete choice method, simulating investor technology selection 
via repeated outputs with stochastic input distributions. The model runs 10,000 
simulations of each technology across segments and regions over the period.

Data and Sources. Effort was devoted to compiling a case- specific dataset for 
this model. Inputs are primarily from the literature, public reports, news articles, 

open- source datasets, and expert interviews for missing or uncertain data. All 
data are described and included in SI Appendix or Datasets.

Sensitivity Analysis and Robustness Checks. To test model robustness, we 
perform two distinct sensitivity analyses to analyze model parameter sensi-
tivity and deployment spillover sensitivity. In Sensitivity Analysis 1, we look 
first at model parameter sensitivities by examining the average yearly ZEV 
market share change from the BAU scenario, with no intervention or shock, 
when each parameter is adjusted individually by ±20%. We justify this error 
bound for parameter sensitivity through both the literature (86–89) and our 
inclusion of uncertainty bounds for most model parameters in the Monte Carlo 
analysis. However, for four model parameters crucial for BEV cost competi-
tiveness, we include an extended sensitivity analysis with a ±30% parameter 
change (SI Appendix, Figs. S17–S22). The results and procedure of Sensitivity 
Analysis 1 are discussed in detail in SI Appendix, Text 3 and are visualized in 
SI Appendix, Figs. S11–S16 for the top twenty most sensitive parameters in 
each region (six total figures). In Sensitivity Analysis 2, we then look at deploy-
ment spillover sensitivities by examining the average yearly ZEV market share 
change under all modeled intervention(s) and shock(s) in intervening and 
nonintervening regions. We do this first with no model parameter change and 
next by again changing (±20%) select parameters from Sensitivity Analysis 1. 
The results and procedure of Sensitivity Analysis 2 are discussed in detail in 
SI Appendix, Text 3 and are visualized in SI Appendix, Figs. S23–S58 for the 
top five most sensitive parameters from Sensitivity Analysis 1 in each region 
(36 total figures).

We devise a sensitivity metric used in both sensitivity analyses to assess out-
comes: the average yearly change in ZEV market shares.

 
[7]

where a is the application, r is the region, p is the time interval in years, and P 
is the period over which the sensitivity metric is being evaluated. Here, we sum 
the difference in ZEV market shares for the sensitivity_run and ZEV market shares 
for the base_run in each year p and divide by the total period P. Note that the 
period P, sensitivity_run and base_run vary depending on the sensitivity analysis 
performed. See SI Appendix, Text 3 for further detail.

Data, Materials, and Software Availability. Python model used to perform the 
analysis of this study has been deposited in Github (https://github.com/benoll/
SD- Model- - Road- Freight) (90).
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